Operate at the Speed
of the Cloud
In 2020, 62% of consumers ages 21-45 used their
mobile phones for the entire shopping journey.1

Mobile sales accounted for almost 70% of sales on Shopify
between Thanksgiving and Cyber Monday 2020.2

The future of retail is hybrid and fast
The retail sector is transforming into a hybrid model
where online sales are a permanent ﬁxture. The
growing industry is experiencing intermittent supply
chain disruptions. According to Adobe, buy-online
pick-up-in-store (BOPIS) grew by 195% in May 2020
compared to 2019. The overall “click and collect”
fulﬁllment trend grew by 60% throughout 2020.3

“The consumer’s need for
speed is real and here to stay.”
Fidji Simo, Instacart CEO4

Retail growing pains

Growth and transitions bring challenges in many areas, especially:
High rates of returns are
becoming a source of pain that
retailers seek to reduce

Intermittent supply chain
instability is impacting the
availability of in-demand products

Workforce dislocation is causing
disparity between open jobs and
workers looking for work

Overcome adversity and thrive with Taos
Digital transformation with Taos helps retailers automate processes, handle the
onslaught of online orders and grow their businesses, capitalizing on scalability,
enhanced security and cloud economics. Taos offers Advisory Services, Professional
Services, Managed IT and Security Services.
Boost employee
effectiveness by
automating repetitive,
low-value processes
with always-available
cloud apps

Lower IT overhead and
reduce operating
costs by adopting a
SaaS consumption
model and eliminating
CapEx investments

AI/ML analytics can
help retailers better
understand consumer
behavior, and make
informed predictions
and recommendations
that improve customer
experiences

Drastically enhance
supply chain
management with
blockchain and AI to
optimize operations and
improve compliance

Explore Taos Managed
IT and Security Services
for best outcomes with
continuous compliance
and 24/7 up-to-date
security

Taos works with you to develop a unique solution that best ﬁts your retail needs and optimizes your ROI.

LEARN

MORE

Start your business transformation today and protect yourself in a growing threat
landscape. Learn more about Taos cloud modernization and digital transformation.
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